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INTRODUCTION
Deaf people and how they see, feel, experience, connect with, and interpret music
varies so much. It is not simple, but complex. There are many reasons for that, but one
big reason may be how society looks at the word ‘music’ and that sound is a must. Then
they look at the word, ‘deaf’ and how it means to not be able to hear sounds, so the two
words contradict each other.
ROLE OF CONTRIBUTORS
There are three contributors to this article, and all of us have had different
journeys and have different backgrounds, but we all cherish the Deaf community and we
love music. We’ve noticed that the Deaf community’s reaction to music is divided. Some
are resistant to it and some love it. When it comes to how to translate music, the methods
are varied. There are some who nitpick over translations that are perceived as heavily
influenced by the English language, or other reasons. In reality, there is no ‘right’ way.
The deaf music translation process is unique and we are still figuring it out.
The three of us have been observing the process and taking notes on what seems to work.
We have taken into consideration that different deaf people have different backgrounds,
cultural influences, language skills, hearing abilities, and individual preferences for how
to translate music. Based on our observations, we set up a framework that we feel
confident about and hope it will encourage more deaf people to be involved with music.
PURPOSES
The goal here is for us to present a discussion of different topics. We will discuss
our observations of the Deaf community’s tendencies when translating music. We will
discuss history and how it impacted us, how it influenced how we translate and create
music. Also, we will discuss why we feel music needs to be part of deaf people, why they
should take ownership and create more music translations.
I’m Summer and I will be explaining the history that influenced and shaped the
translation process. Jason will be explaining what we’ve noticed with the framework for
the translation process and how there is a range, from literal, word-for-word translations,
to translations where modifications were made for ASL, to more loose, creative
translations. Rosa Lee will explain the process that Deaf people tend to follow while
doing a translation. Hopefully understanding the framework that we’ve put together will
encourage the community to be more involved and create more translations.
Now I will discuss Deaf music history. How history influences how we translate
music depends on what you consider deaf music. It seems there are two types of music
that are more commonly associated with deaf music: translation songs and percussion
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songs. Now, for the question of where and when it started; in 1902 a group of Deaf
Americans decided they wanted to show their patriotism, that they are a part of the
nationalism movement. So, they did a translation of the ‘Star Spangled Banner,’ which
became the first record of a translated song. A translation of the song, ‘Yankee Doodle’
was also filmed around the same time. This is when they started getting into filming and
playing with the camera.
Charles Krauel, in the 1930s, decided to take it a step further and get more
creative, doing percussion songs with the crowd. Many different percussion songs were
created during this time and that seems to be when percussion signing came into the
picture. Fast forward to the 1950s and 1960s, when more and more performing groups
were formed. One example is Musign, who did translated songs with deaf experiences
added to them. Later on, more deaf comedians were included, more deaf bands were
formed. We also got performance groups, touring groups such as Rathskellar, Wild
Zappers, and more.
Now, in the last ten, fifteen years we’ve seen more and more performances doing
a mix of translations, percussion signs, and new genres. Now we’ve noticed a trend with
YouTube and social media videos and platforms—hearing ASL students who also love
music, creating videos of themselves signing. It has become a common occurrence. There
are channels, take D-PAN for example, where deaf people make vlogs and create content
to post online. We have ‘Dancing with the Stars,’ Sean Forbes, concerts where CDIs with
interpreters get onstage and sign the music, musical performances such as ‘Big River,’
‘Spring Awakening,’ and more where they use a lot of signed translations. History has
had an influence on us and now we need to think about how deaf people can take these
songs, sounds, videos and translate them the Deaf way.
TRANSLATIONS
With translations, people think translating is synonymous to interpreting, but it is
not. To interpret means taking a message in one language and passing it on in another
language simultaneously. The message is being processed immediately. With a
translation, it means the person is reading a text in one language and thoroughly thinking
about how to best present it in another language. They take into consideration the
following; word placement, emotions and feelings behind the text, culture, and how to
convey that message in the translation. With a translation, feedback can be gathered and
revisions made until it is complete. That is what a translation is.
Online, there are many deaf performers signing songs and releasing them on the
Internet, for the audience’s enjoyment. You may have noticed that some of the
translations are done entirely in ASL while some follow the English version more
closely, and some are a mix of both. There are so many different approaches and some
prefer the ASL approach and others prefer the English or the mixed approach. Our
preferences vary so much because the deaf people in the audience’s experiences with
music are all so different.
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I’m going to give you a different framework for translations. One person named
Larson, who researched, studied, and put together a theory focused on translations, which
he called ‘Continuum of Translations’. I will show you what it looks like. As you see on
the continuum, on this end is ‘literal,’ next to it is ‘modified literal,’ next is ‘idiomatic,’
and then on the other end you have ‘unduly free.’ I will explain what each of these mean
and help you get an idea of what each translation style looks like.
I chose a song called ‘Fireworks,’ sung by Katy Perry, and looked online at
different performers’ translation of one line in the song. I will break down the line and
provide an explanation of what it means. The line from the song is, “Do you ever feel like
a plastic bag drifting through the wind wanting to start again?” See that line? I have
several different performers signing that line, and what I will do is copy the performers’
signs and how they did the translation, and explain where their translation fits into the
continuum. This should help give you a better understanding.
I will start with ‘literal’ and what it means. Basically, a literal translation is when
I look at each of the words on paper and think of the word’s equivalent in signs and sign
it exactly like that. There are no thought put into the meaning behind the words or line. If
there is a hidden message, I do not clarify the hidden message. With literal translations,
when songs have metaphors or hidden messages, it is not shown; there is no focus on the
meaning behind the line. Rather, the focus is on form—how it is signed and that’s it.
Some performers put emphasis on the rhythm, following the sound and how sound is
passed on through sign. One example is the word, ‘somebody.’ Some performers will
sign ‘some’ and ‘body’ separately, not as one word. Another example is ‘unfortunately,’
which some performers will break up into three signs, ‘un-fortunate-ly.’ This follows the
sound rhythm of the music. This is a literal translation. Some performers will omit
English words like are, an, a, was from the lyrics, but still follow the English word order.
That is also a literal translation.
Now that I’ve explained literal translations, I will give you an example of one.
“Do you ever feel like a plastic bag drifting through the wind wanting to start again?”
Do you see how that translation follows the English word order exactly? There was no
concept, no visual impact, it was so literal and given in exact English, without any
clarifications of meanings or hidden messages. That is a literal translation.
Now, I will move onto the next model of translation on the continuum, ‘modified
literal.’ It means that English and ASL are mixed together. The translator will look at the
English text and decide if they want to follow the form. Some translators will follow the
form, but apply the ASL meaning to the words. Some switch around the words to follow
the ASL order and still keep the English form. Others will follow the ASL word order
and add some clarification on the messages and meaning. Modified literal translations
can vary, depending on the translators’ goals. Some translators may include classifiers
and facial expressions, but the meaning will not be clear, the message will still be hidden.
Some translators will mouth the English words while some will use ASL mouth
movements. That is modified literal translation.
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I will be giving you two examples. The first example will be a translation of my
own, and for the second example I will be copying a person named Sherry Hicks’
translation. With these two examples, you will be able to get an idea of a modified literal
translation.
“Do you ever feel like a plastic bag drifting through the wind wanting to start
again?” Now that you just saw my translation, can you see the difference between literal
and modified literal translation? Because with this one, I followed the English word
order, but I added classifiers and clarified the concept, the meaning behind it. The goal is
for the audience to see my signing and interpret for themselves what it means. For
example, when I signed ‘bag, drifting away,’ what did that mean? I don’t tell the
audience. Through this experience, the audience is allowed to interpret the meaning for
themselves. This translation fits under ‘modified literal.’
For the second example, a translation done by Sherry Hicks and signed by myself.
“Do you ever feel like a plastic bag drifting, feeling like you’re tumbling and blowing
through the wind wanting to start again?” See how Sherry Hicks followed the English
word order, and she fingerspelled ‘plastic bag’? However, after “plastic bag” she added a
description in ASL, “feel-like tumbling and blowing.” THAT gives you the meaning
behind the message, in clear ASL! She kept the form when she said, “feel like plastic
bag,” but by adding the descriptive sign, she made it a modified literal translation.
Now, on to idiomatic translations, which means taking English text and
translating it into ASL, following ASL word order, ASL mouth movements, and facial
expressions. The meaning behind the English text is still an important part, but instead of
following the text, the focus is more on revealing the hidden messages through ASL and
the meaning is clear to the audience.
This example is a translation by Kriston Pumphrey, which I will demonstrate.
“Have you ever felt depressed, lost, confused, and dreamed about starting again?” As
you can see from his translation, he does not follow English word order at all; instead he
focuses on expressing the meaning behind this line in ASL. This is a fitting example of
an idiomatic translation. When Kriston signs ““Have you ever felt depressed, lost,
confused,” he does not mention the plastic bag at all. His translation shows us the hidden
message, unlike the previous examples, which followed a more literal translation. They
follow the form of the original text, while Kriston’s translation does not, and instead
focuses on the ASL form.
Now, I’m going to discuss the last model of translation on the continuum, ‘unduly
free.’ It means that the English text of the song is translated into ASL, with the
performer’s own style and creativity influencing and altering the meaning behind the
song. The song’s true meaning is dropped, and the performer has artistic license, or the
right to modify the song and make it into their own song, as inspired by the original song.
That is the ‘unduly free’ translation approach.
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Tiffany Hill created this example, “(searching) Question, happened feel lonely,
wandering, instincts gone!” Through her translation, you can clearly see her personality,
perspectives, and experiences in her interpretation of the song. I feel this fits the unduly
free approach. Some of you may argue that this takes more of an idiomatic approach, but
if you look at how she moves her body to the rhythm of her song, it does not match the
rhythm of the original song. Because of this difference, it means this is Tiffany’s own
music, her own way of expressing the song. So, I feel this falls under the unduly free
approach.
After I’ve explained the four different translation approaches, along with the
examples, I hope you have a better understanding of the approaches. I would like to
emphasize that the examples I’ve chosen for each approach may not be the most perfect
examples. I would like to clarify that when working with the continuum, nothing is black
and white; translations do not have to perfectly match the criteria for the translation
models. There are varying ranges between each model that a translation may fit into. If
you look at an entire translation, line by line, you may notice that the first line is more
literal, then the next line is more idiomatic, and another line is unduly free. It doesn’t stay
the same, depending on the song and the translator’s goal. A song will not be entirely
idiomatic, but rather it will change from one line to another, as decided by the translator.
The goal of the translator is important too, and they need to consider their
audience. If it’s for deaf people who enjoy music or for deaf people who have never
heard music before, the translator will have to figure out how to modify their approach to
best accommodate their audience. For a perfect translation, the goal is to land on the
middle of the continuum, so that both types of audiences will be drawn in.
Now, Rosa Lee will discuss in depth the process for a deaf translator and the
important steps they will need to take during the translation process. It is important to
study the concept of the deaf translation process, a new concept, which has never been
researched before.
MUSICALITY
Did you know that musicality is an important part of the song translation process?
What does musicality mean? Think about this, if you’re watching someone signing a
story, you know that it isn’t a song. Someone’s signing a poem, a beautiful form of art,
but you still know it isn’t a song. With a song translation, you see dancing, percussion
beats, and more, and you know immediately that it is music. How do you know that? It
has rhythm and it has texture, the different layers of sound. It also has tone—it can be
loud, quiet, slow, fast, and have facial expressions, these cues immediately tell you that it
is music.
Imagine you’re a song translator and you’re standing onstage watching hearing
musicians perform with vocals and instruments. Most of the time, they will start off by
playing just their instruments, no singing for some time. You’re standing there until they
finally start singing. What do you do during that time? For the hearing audience, the
minute they hear the music, they immediately recognize the flow of the music, the genre,
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and the music will either connect them to a memory or a favorite genre, such as hip hop,
pop, rap, country music, heavy metal, and many more.
Those familiar with the genre of the music that is playing will know the history of
that music, and will know that the music itself is telling a story through the instruments’
beats and sounds. This stirs up and stimulates their feelings, journeys they’ve been on,
memories, or anything that happened that is a part of the human experience, and
continues to build up everything until the singing finally begins. From there on,
everything they’re feeling will be on the same wavelength as the song and the music, up
until it ends and the audience member is able to absorb it all and be inspired. That is the
music experience.
How can a deaf person experience the same thing with music? Of course, by
doing their homework and studying the song genre, what time period it’s from—the ‘80s,
‘90s’ or the 2000s’ and what the singer’s own history, their own story is, the meaning
behind the lyrics in the song. This is the body of their work and the musicians internalize
it all and then it goes into their music, their performance. As a translator, in the beginning
when they are playing without any lyrics, I am able to envision their purpose.
For to give you an example, I’ve chosen a song from the ‘80s that is about going
out and having a good time. The energy of the song is very upbeat, so I follow that and
increase my energy to match the song, and I’m ready to go. I imagine large hoop earrings
rocking back and forth on my ears as I strut to my car. I get into the car, put one hand on
the wheel, turn the key in the ignition, the music blasts from the speakers, and I move
with the beat as I drive.
The deaf audience will pick up on this, feel as if they’re there in this scene; bring
back memories of their own. They will remember a similar experience back in their
youth, such as turning the key in the ignition—which we don’t really have anymore, hoop
earrings, and everything about the ‘80s. I could even elaborate and add on the big hair.
By setting the scene and showing the feeling behind the music, when the musicians
finally start singing the lyrics, the deaf members of the audience will be able to ride the
wavelength right alongside the song. Once the song ends, they will be able to take it all in
and be inspired too. Their musical experience will be the same as a hearing person’s.
In a song translation, the lyrics can show musicality. I will show you my
technique that I use. For an example, I will be using the song, “Baby, Can I Hold You
Tonight?” by Tracy Chapman. I watched her sing, studied her facial expressions, the
words, and I noticed that she tended to put in a beat between lines. This had an important
impact on the meaning behind the song, that changed how it was interpreted and I needed
to show this in my translation. This was not shown through words, but through
musicality.
So, as I was figuring out how to show this, I thought about using my eyes. For
instance, when I signed “Sorry” I lowered my eyes down at my hand on my chest, and
then raised them. The eye movement was the beat. When a deaf person sees the eye
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movement, they know it means the focus is on the word, “sorry.” It shows that the
apology is not sincere and that there is an attitude behind the apology. That experience
carries over to the next line and makes it even more powerful because of the attitude
behind it and the insincerity of the apology. Another word this beat and eye movement
was used with was the word “forgive.” As I signed “forgive,” I did a side eye towards my
hands, which showed insincerity towards the word too. The downward eye movement
and the side eye is a technique I use to show the musicality of the song.
I want to show you will help with how to recognize the difference between a
chorus and a verse, using an example from the song, “I Can’t Help Falling in Love With
You” by UB40. I used shoulder movements in between words during the chorus, so I
would sign the verses and once I started doing the shoulder movement, the audience
knew I was at the chorus. That experience of repetition, predictability, and the attitude
behind the movement helped create a connection to the experience of the song itself,
which was being shown through the music.
Now is a great time to grab the opportunity to study the works of different deaf
artists, their techniques, and how they show musicality. Some of you may have noticed
artists using the technique of holding their hand up against their heart as they move with
the beat, to show the rhythm. Some translators will show what the sound looks like
through rhythmic hand movements while some others dance with the beat or use facial
expressions. There are so many different techniques and we need to take the opportunity
to study them all and take notes on why they picked that particular technique. Did that
technique fit the purpose of the song, did it work or not? It needs to be studied so we can
figure out what kind of musicality deaf artists and song translators should use.
HUMANITY
Deaf people go through life differently and how they perceive, feel, and express
music are all different. How we play with language, how we include visual, tactile, dance
or body movements, and technology is amazing. How we play with sound, silence,
rhythm, words, pictures, and more is boundless. We want to see more deaf people in the
spotlight and more role models, more deaf people making contributions, create more job
opportunities for deaf musicians. We want to see more deaf people give concerts, more
CDIs onstage, and just overall more involvement, especially in the diverse, universal
music cultures. The deaf community can offer a different way that humans experience
and express music.
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